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MONTERREY: River Plate moved into position
to claim a third Libertadores Cup title on
Wednesday when the Argentine side held
Tigres to a 0-0 draw in the first leg of the final,
giving them the edge going into the home fix-
ture in Buenos Aires next week. Tigres pushed
forward for a majority of the contest but failed
to score at home for the first time in this year’s
competition and were left kicking themselves
for not building up any kind of lead to take to
the southern hemisphere. “We created oppor-
tunities but unfortunately we couldn’t put
them away,” Tigres midfielder Egidio Arevalo

Rios said in a pitchside interview. “We can win
in Argentina, we have to be attentive and pres-
sure them from the off.” Although the more
experienced Argentine side contained their
hosts in midfield, Tigres had the best chances
of a pulsating contest. River’s Leonel Vangioni
deflected a cross onto his own crossbar after
17 minutes and Rafael Sobis could only direct a
header straight at visiting goalkeeper Marcelo
Barovero from six yards out.

The home side could have grabbed a vital
advantage with seven minutes remaining
when Jurgen Damm rounded Barovero but he

was forced too wide and could not create an
angle to shoot. “It was hard, they didn’t come
to play, they came to defend,” Sobis said. “But I
think we deserved to win, we pressured them
and we created chances, but we didn’t score.
“There it will be another game, they’ll have to
come at us so maybe we can take advantage.
They will have their fans behind them but
often it is better to play away from home.” A
sell-out crowd is expected at the Monumental
stadium in the hope of seeing River win the
competition for the first time since 1996.
However, River are likely to have coach

Marcelo Gallardo watching from the stands
after he was sent off in the 72nd minute for
yelling at the fourth official. Gallardo is aiming
to become just the seventh man to win the
Libertadores as both a player and a coach. “Not
losing was a good result for us given the diffi-
culties we had today,” Gallardo said. “The
return leg will be a totally different game. We
can’t let this cup get away from us at home.” A
win for Tigres would make them the first
Mexican side ever to win a competition consid-
ered the South American equivalent of the
Champions League.—Reuters

River on course after Tigres tread water at home

CHICAGO: Manchester United manager Louis
van Gaal conceded that uncertainty surround-
ing David De Gea was “not favorable” as the
Premier League giants ended their US tour
Wednesday with a 2-0 defeat to Paris Saint-
Germain. De Gea, who is reportedly Real
Madrid’s top summer transfer target, gave a
shaky goalkeeping display as the French cham-
pions exposed United’s defense with soft first-
half goals by Blaise Matuidi and Zlatan
Ibrahimovic.

Van Gaal is hopeful United will retain the
services of De Gea this season but acknowl-
edged the rumors swirling around the star goal-
keeper were not helpful to either the play or the
club. “We have a situation that is not favorable
for David De Gea, but neither for us and neither
for the club (Real Madrid) that maybe he wants
to go (to),” said van Gaal after United’s defeat at
Soldier Field. The veteran Dutch coach was
reluctant to be too critical of the Spaniard’s per-
formance however. “Poor I cannot say, but he
made a mistake. That’s not poor,” van Gaal said.

“Everybody can make mistakes but when a
goalkeeper makes a mistake it is mostly a goal
and that’s the difference.” 

Despite the loss van Gaal said he was
pleased with United’s performance as they
build towards their season-opening clash with
Tottenham on August 8. “I’m really satisfied
about the performance. You lose, maybe that’s
also good, because last year we have won
everything (in the USA) and then we lost the
first match against Swansea,” van Gaal said.
“Maybe now the sequence is a bit different but
I’m not superstitious. I think in the first half we
have created more chances than PSG and they
have created only chances with personal errors
and you cannot fight against personal errors.
“When you’re playing against top level, and PSG
are top level, then they can score out of these
kinds of errors and they can finish the game. A
top team can do that. Chelsea can do that, PSG
can do that.” United had been aiming to main-
tain their 100 percent record after registering
wins over Club America, San Jose Earthquakes

and European champions Barcelona in their
three previous tour games. However, van Gaal’s
men were undone by two goals from PSG
which highlighted the defensive frailty of the
squad, even after the arrival of several high-pro-
file signings.

Promising start
United began promisingly, stroking the ball

around comfortably and probing for openings
against the Parisian defenders. The Red Devils
got the ball in the net after 22 minutes when
Juan Mata prodded home Daley Blind’s exqui-
site through ball, only for it to be ruled offside.
But three minutes later, PSG struck at the other
end when a long ball forward caused havoc in
United’s defensive unit. French international
Matuidi raced forward and got between Luke
Shaw and Phil Jones to toe-poke home past the
onrushing De Gea to make it 1-0. PSG doubled
their lead nine minutes later with a well-worked
goal that came all too easily for the French
champions. — AFP 

CHICAGO: Paris Saint-Germain midfielder Blaise Matuidi (14) heads the ball against Manchester United defender Luke
Shaw (3) and defender Michael Carrick (16) during the second half of their International Champions Cup soccer game at
Soldier Field in Chicago, Illinois. — AFP 

Boyata’s late goal gives 

Celtic breathing space

PARIS: Scottish champions Celtic are in danger of failing to reach
the lucrative group stage of the Champions League for a second
successive season despite Dedryck Boyata’s late goal giving them
a 1-0 home win over Azerbaijani side Qarabag in their third quali-
fying round first leg clash on Wednesday. Boyata’s header from
Kris Commons’ cross eight minutes from time saved the hosts’
blushes and gives them a slight advantage to take to Baku next
week and hope of progressing to the play-off round for the group
stage. However, the Azerbaijani side-who beat eventual Europa
League finalists Dnipro in a group stage game last term as well as
holding Inter Milan to a 0-0 draw-showed enough in restricting
Celtic to only a handful of opportunities that they can claim a
famous scalp.

Another former winner of Europe’s premier club competition
Ajax grabbed what on the face of it was a respectable 2-2 draw
away at Rapid Vienna but will be kicking themselves it wasn’t a bet-
ter result. A double by midfielder Davy Klaasen gave them a 2-0 lead
by half-time. Rapid’s Florain Kainz reduced the arrears shortly after
the restart in the second-half but the hosts’ hopes looked to have
suffered a terminal blow when Stefan Scwab was given a straight
red just before the hour mark for a foul on Jairo Riedewald. Despite
that they levelled with 17 minutes remaining, Slovenian forward
Robert Beric firing home to at least send them to Amsterdam on lev-
el terms. On Tuesday Layvin Kurzawa starred as last season’s
Champions League quarter-finalists Monaco took a big step
towards the play-off round with a 3-1 win away at Swiss side Young
Boys. The 22-year-old French defender blocked a goalbound effort
by Japanese striker Yuya Kubo on the line in the 62nd minute and
then two minutes later scored at the other end with a sublime vol-
ley, from Fabinho’s cross, to set Monaco on their way.— AFP 

PSG stun Manchester 

United in Chicago 2-0
Van Gaal worried by De Gea after United loss

Real Madrid thump AC 

Milan 10-9 on penalties 

SHANGHAI: Real Madrid won the Chinese edition of the International
Champions Cup yesterday by beating AC Milan 10-9 on penalties fol-
lowing a 0-0 draw in Shanghai. Real Madrid goalkeeper Kiko Casilla
scored with his side’s 11th penalty in a shootout, then saved from his
16-year-old AC Milan counterpart Gianluigi Donnarumma, to give the
Spaniards the win after their friendly in Shanghai ended 0-0 yesterday.
The 10-9 shootout win sealed the Asian edition of the International
Champions Cup for Madrid, who also won the tournament played in
Australia earlier this month involving Roma and Manchester City.

Madrid, who opened the pre-season tournament in China with a
classy 3-0 win over Inter Milan, started with Gareth Bale in a more cen-
tral role just off main striker Karim Benzema and flanked by Cristiano
Ronaldo and Lucas Vazquez. The attacking quartet troubled the Milan
defence with their quick breaks but too often the final ball let them
down. After a lacklustre first 45 minutes the game burst to life in the sec-
ond half at Shanghai Stadium, with Madrid substitute Toni Kroos get-
ting on the end of Jese’s cutback but his effort deflected wide.

On the hour mark a powerful volley from Milan’s Carlos Bacca forced
a terrific one-handed save out of Casilla. Milan, who finished 10th in
Serie A last season, a massive 35 points behind champions Juventus,
brought on 6-foot-5-inch stopper Donnarumma with 15 minutes left
and the youngster looked confident enough as the game went to a
shootout. After Bacca missed for Milan, Donnarumma produced a great
save from Kroos to keep the shootout alive. Both sides converted until
only the goalkeepers were left, and after Casilla thumped his effort
home Donnarumma’s weak shot was easily saved to end the match.
The Chinese zone of the pre-season tournament featured Real Madrid,
Milan and Inter Milan. — Agencies


